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To all whom itmayoonoem: c -- -, 

Be it known that I,_EUG1§NE~SCHNEIDER, a 
citizenoftheRepublic ‘of France, and a resi~ 
dent of_ Paris,‘ France, ‘have invented‘ new 
and useful Improvements in Apparatus for 
the Manufactureof Metal Tubes :byt'he Self 
Hooping; Process, which invention - is ' fully 
set v:Eorth in the following speci?cations 

, j This‘applicationiis a division of my for?‘ 
mer a-pplicationfiled March 31, v1919,-,Se-_ 
rial, No. 286,501, for an. improved process 
and apparatus for ‘the .nianu-factureof metal 

> tubes of great strength by the “self-hoop-i 
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‘ 7' strengthen the‘ same. 
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ing,” ‘method, which-consists in subjecting 
the interior of the tube to chargesof fluid 
under very high ‘pressure tois‘tressandto 
condense the‘; metal to " shape and‘ :to 

The process disclosed in the vformer. vappli 
cation consists, broadly, in subjecting the in 
terior ofthe tubes to‘be treated to successive 
charges of high liquid, pressure with a pro. 

1' gressive increase inthe area of?application 
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of each successive ‘.charge,-~so' that the. area 
of application of a succeeding. charge ‘in 
cludes the area of application-of a preceding. 
charge. 

structional‘ forms constitutes the subject-V 
matter ofthe presentapplication. - 
The ' present constructionalfform.of v‘the-i ' ‘ 

improved. apparatus v<cornprise's .a: mandrel 
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5 block to be held stationary thereby, the man-g 
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slidable through. a screw-block temporarily: 
seated in an‘ end of the tube to be treated. 
The mandrel‘ carries atj itsiend entering they 

I tube a pistonélike head that is moved, when 
unrestrained, by the entering ?uid-pressure,v 
toward the opposite end of the tube,“carry 
ing the mandrel with it~.; A similar head is: 
placed inside of thef-tubeto abut the's'crevw 

drelbeing slidable through this: stationary 
head. 5 The movable .1 and stationary heads 
fornran annular chamberbetween the man? _ 
drel and theltube“ into which ?uid-pressure 

_ is charged by aleond'uitin’ the mandrel lead- 1 
ing from a suitable source of supply. The’v 
pistonslikeiheads are of. such a structure as 
to’ prevent leakage from .the ‘annular cham-. 
ber. 

While the ~ apparatus 

In the 1 former application are}, 
'shown and described’ two constructional: 
forms of the improved apparatus-‘for carry? 
ing out the process, and one-of? said‘ con‘: 

7 I: Duringtheiapplication of thei?uid-pres 

ratén?édsert- 20,1921; , i 

sure the mandrehand- consequently themov- - ~' ~ 
‘able ;head,-'is held ‘against, movement by‘a 

> series, of sleeves, "or liners I displaceably 
mounted on that-part of the mandrel pro 
jccting outside of-the screvv~blocki and held 
by suitable abutm'ents.~v By successively dis; 
placing‘ the -; sleeves ‘fromthe mandrel-the 
latter‘and the movable head are permitted 
to move into ‘ the ‘tube :to ‘ increase‘ progres 

receive the successive charges of ?uid pres-v 
sure. a» This pIY'VOgI'VGSSIVGJlHQI‘BaSQ ‘in the 
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'sivelythej-length of the annular’ chamber to‘ ' 

6,5 
' length of the annular chamber increasesthe ' 
areaof applicationof each charge of ?uid ' 
pressure so that the area of. application on 
succeeding charge includes the area ofa'pJ 
plication of a preceding charge. . 

is particularly 
adapted to the-treatment of gun-barrels and 
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will be so described, yet-it can her-employed. . 
in the; treatment of other tubularstructures - F a 
in which it ‘is desired to condense and, shape 75 

‘ theimetal adjacent to the ‘bore thereof. , v ’ , 

‘In the drawings, showingthe present Peon-j ~ 
structio'naliform of the improvedapparatus', 

, Complementary Figs. ‘1* and 1iL showea 
longitudinal section of a gun'barrel (part of: 
the breech beingbrolzen away) . with the apl' 
paratus applied, thereto, ‘the piston-like 
heads'beingiin a position to con?ne‘ the an-‘ 
nular chamber to the ?rst zone of treatment. 

Complementary Figs. 12' and‘ 2a1show a. 
similar view with the’ movable head ad 

seco'nd zone of treatmentd _: 
As shown in the drawings, A-is the gun‘ ' -'i-l ~ 

90 barrel to be treated andaB' is'th'e mandrel 
entering the bore o'f'the barrel, carrying at‘ 
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'vance'd to con?ne the annular chamber to the" ' 

its inner endithe'head; J, held on the mandrel " U 
by‘the nut C1,. fIn enteringzthe barrel-the 
mandrel passes through the-screw-block 
temporarilyturned into thebreech of the 
barrel.‘ ;-.Within the barrel andabutting the 
screw-block is the stationary head J 1‘through _ 

The heads‘ 41' which the mandrel passes. 
and, J1 are ofpiston-like forniation'?ttin'g 
the bore of thebarrel and havinor elastic :_100 
packings to prevent leakage past‘ t e same. 
Thedetail-constructionof these heads is] 
shown ininy former Patent 1,331,216, dated -' 
Feb. 17,1920. 
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a > the annular chamber to relieve the pressure 
' on the mandrel and the sleeves. 
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‘The headsJ and J1 form within the bar 
rel an annular chamber into which ?uid 
pressure is charged to stress and to strain 
the metal to shape and to strengthen. the 
same. The ?uid-pressure enters the annular 
chamber from the conduit b in the -mandrel 
communicating throughrthe pipe E with a 

- suitable source of supply (not shown). The V 
pipe E is provided with an ordinary valve 
(not shown) so that the ?ow of ?uid-pres 
sure into the annular chamber can be con 
trolled. V " ' 

The mandrel B is slidable through the". 
screw-block D, but its inward movement is 
controlled by a series'of'sleeves F2—‘ ‘’ dis 
placeably mounted on themandrel outside 
of the screw-block. When the sleeves are 
in place on-the mandrelthey ‘are interposed 
between holding abutments formed by the 
screw-block and the nut C on the outer ex 
tremity, of the mandrel. ‘ .When the'sleeves 
are so‘ placed the mandrel is prevented from 

1 moving inwardly and- the head J ‘is held im 
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movable against the‘thrust of the ?uid-pres 
sure in the annular chamber. . As the head 
J 1' is stationary and the head J held immov 
able so long as the sleeves remain in place, 
theapplication of the ?uid-pressure to the 
wall of the barrelwill be con?ned to thearea' 
between the two heads. . » 
To displace the sleeves F2—F‘3 the'nut C 

is removed from the outer end of the man-' 
_ drel and the outermost sleeve is slipped off 
and the nut is replaced. Before the nut is 
removed/the ?uid-pressure is cut off from 

A further, 
wprovision may be made for displacing the 

40 
sleeves. Each sleeve may be divided longi 
tudinally, as sleeve F5, into halves and the 

-' two members areiclamped together around 
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the mandrel by the ‘divided bands If joined 
at their ends by suitable screw-bolts. By~re-' 

, moving the screw-bolts the bands can be re 
leased and the two"members of the sleeve ' 
separated and removed from the mandrel 
without unscrewing the nut C. One advan 

' tage of the divided sleeve is that an inner 

7, barrel is required to withstand‘ the greater‘ 
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sleeve can be displaced from the mandrel 
without removing the outer sleeves. 
As the thicker wall of the breech of the 

strainsof the discharge, the metal thereof is 
subjected to repeated applications of the 
?uid-pressure toincrease its powers of re 
sistance. Toward‘. the muzzle of the barrel 
the number of applications are gradually de 
creased as resistance requirements gradually - 
lessen. ~ I 1 ~ > 

To facilitate the application of the ?uid 
pressure the barrel is divided into 'zones 
Z1-—Z", diagrammatically indicated, accord 
ing to the varying thickness in the wall of 
the barrel. _That'is, thewall in each zone 

in the samesequenee.v ' - . . . 

The mandrel B, the heads J, J1 and the 
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is practically of the same thickness _through-. 
out and all the metal thereof requires ap 
proximately the same treatment. .Corre~' 
sponding to the successivelzones Z2—ZG is 
the series of sleeves ’F2— ‘3 arranged in the 
same sequence on the, mandrelB, prelimi; 
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nary to the operation of the apparatus. ' The 7 
lengths of the respective sleeves are indi 
cated diagrammatically at L2-—-L6 and cor-‘ 
respond to the‘lengths of the different zones 

screw block D having been mounted in the 
gun barrel, preliminary to the operation of 
'the- apparatusv the?'lsleeves F?'—F6 are ar 
ranged on the'mandrel in the“, order indi 
cated. Fluid-pressure is then ‘admitted to‘ 
‘the annular chamber between the heads ‘J, ~ 

75 

J1 and the head J is moved into the barrel, ' 
carrying the mandrel with ~ it, until the 
sleeves" 2—'—F“' are crowded together ‘between 
the nut C and the screw-block'D,‘which will 

85 

prevent any furthermovementof the 'man- ' " 
drel and the movable head in the barrel. 
This relative arrangement'of the " several 
parts will position the‘heads J, J 1 to con?ne 
the annular chamber to the zone Z1, which 

90 

practically includes the‘entire'breech part of ‘I 
the barrel. The ?uid-pressure entering the 
annular chamber vstrains and stressesythe 
metal in the wall to shape and to strengthen 95 
the same. .When the metal has been _su_?i~ V‘ 
eiently treated the ?uid-pressure is cut? o?' 
from the annular, chamber and the sleeve "F2 
is removed from the mandrel either by un 
screwing the nut C, or by releasingscla'mp 
ing bands f. The displaced sleeve "F2 has a 
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length L2 corresponding to the length of the ’ ‘ 
zone Z2. After the nut C is replaced, if it 
has been removed,‘ the;v ?uid-pressure‘ is 
turned on» again and the movable head is 
forced ‘farther into the barrel until‘the’, 
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sleeves and ‘the abutments again impinge on " 3 
each other and stop the movement of the 
mandrel and the head‘. This second move 
ment will position the movable head ‘J to in-> 
clude the zone Z2 within the limits of'the an’! 
nular' chamber. The ‘new area‘ of applica 
tion of ?uid-pressure includes ‘the former 
zone Z1 and the'additionalzone Z2. The op 
eration is repeated until all the sleeves are 
displaced and thenut ~O‘ impinges on the 
screw-block D. In this '?nal stage of-the 
treatment all the zones vof the barrel are in-' v’ 

applicationof the ?uid? > _ 
' ‘Y ' > " 120 

cluded in the area of 
pressure. y '- I _ 

‘ In the successive applications ‘of fluid— 
pressure the area treatedis progressively in 
creased‘, the zone of a succeeding application 
including the zones of all the preceding ap-_ 
plications. "As the breech is inthe ?rst zone, 1' 
the metal of the same receives anintensi?ed ' » 
treatment, which imparts 'toithebarrel 'the' *5 

‘ greatest strength whereit is mostirequired' 

115 1 ' 

125. 
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This intense treatment progressively lessens 
toward the muzzle where the least-"strength 
is required. H I a - Y > 

. ~What is claimed'isi - .' ‘ i 

1. An’ "apparatus for treating , metallic 
tubes. to vshape and to strengthen the same 
comprising means for closing one end of the 
tube to be treated, means for chargingf?uid 
pressure into the closed. end of the: tube, a 
headmovable in the tube in advance ‘of the 

' ?uid-pressure tocon?ne the latter to‘ a pre 
determined zone-of application, a mandrel 
entering the tube: and carrying the movable 
head, and a series of displaceablesleeves car 
ried by- the 

V cooperating'withza holding means and the 
‘ mandrel to'hold the head‘ 'agains'ttheathrust 
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of a ?uid-pressure charge,- the- displacement 
of the sleeves from the mandrel controlling; 
the advance-of the headyandthe length of a 
displaced sleeve determining the advance of 
the head in the next charge of fluid-‘pressure. 
2. "Anpapparlatus for treating metallic 

tubes to shape andvto strengthenthe same, 'I I V‘ 
ividu'al sleeves determiningl'the area‘ of m-> 
crease in . the consecutiveapplications of 

comprising means ‘for’ closing oneend of the 
tube to be treated, means for charging ?lllél 

', pressure- into the closed end-of the ‘tube, 
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' head movable in the tube in‘ advance of the 
?uid-pressure ~to con?ne thelatter to a‘pre 
determined :zone of application, .a mandrel 

~ entering-'the-tube-and carrying the movable 
, 7 head, and a series ‘of sleeves mounted on the 

mandrel outside ofothe tube and sequentially 
displaceable from the mandrel,said sleeves 
cooperating? with‘ a} holding means and the 
mandrel to hold the head against the thrust 
of a ?uidepressurecharge,the" sequential 
displacement of the vsleeves from the man 

, drel ‘controlling the advance of'the head, the 
40 
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length of the individual sleeves determining 
the'area of increase in the consecutive appli 
cations of ?uid-pressure. 

3. An apparatus for treating metallic 
tubes to shape and to strengthen the same 
comprising means for closing one end of the 
tube to be treated, means for charging ?uid 
pressure into the closed end of the tube, a 
head movable in the tube in advance of the 
?uid-pressureto con?ne the latter to a pre— 
determined zone of application, a mandrel 
entering the tube and carrying the movable 
head, a series of .sleeves slidable on the 
mandrel outside of the tube to be sequentially ’ 
displaced from the mandrel by the inward 
movement'of the mandrel through the ac 
tion of the ?uid-pressure on the movable, 
head, and means operable to ‘engage the 
sleeves remaining on the mandrel after the 

, displacement of asleeve to limit'the' inward 
movement of the mandred and head to the 

. distance determined by the length of the 
displaced sleeve, 7 . 

it. An_ apparatus forv treating metallic 
tubes to shape and to strengthenthe same, 

mandrel outside of the-tube and ' 
' in place onlthe mandrel,said‘sleeves-so vheld 
operating to‘ 
' the head against the thrust of the ?uid-pres I 

comprising‘means "for closing one ,end‘ of 
the tube to'be treated, means for charging 
?uid-pressure intothe closedend of the tube, 
a head movable in the tube in advance of 
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the ?uidrpressure to con?ne the latter ,to a i 
predetermined 'Zone of application, av man 
drel entering the .tube and carrying the 
movable head, a. series of sleeves slidable on 
the mandrel outside of the'tube to be se 
quentially "displaced'from said-mandrel, an. " 
abutment on'the tube to engageone end of 
the series of sleeves, and a nut on the outer 
end of the mandrel forming an abutment 
forthe other end of theseriesof sleeves, 

7.0 
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said abutmentsoperating to-hold the sleeves 7 

hold the mandrel tomaintain 

sure, the removal of said nut permitting the 
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release of .the sleeves to be displaced by in- ' 
ward movement of the mandrel, ‘the se 
quential displacement of the sleeves " from 
the‘ mandrel controlling theiadvance rofzthe 
movable head and'vthetlengthof the-indie 

?uid-pressure. 5..Anv apparatus for treatingrjmetallic 
tubes‘ to shape and; to strengthen the same, 
comprising a: stationary head closing ‘one 
end‘otohe tube to be treated, ‘a- mandrel 
slidable through the stationary head' and 
entering- the tube, a ' movable 
tubelonfthe inner end of the‘lmandrel, said 
headsfforming a' chamber in the tube, means’ 
for changing ?uidepres‘s'ure into said cham-‘q 

and a serles of sleeves displaceably ' ber 
mounted on the outer end of the mandrel 
and interposed between an abutment carried 
by the tube and a detachable abutment at 
the outer end of the mandrel, said sleeves 
and abutments operating to hold the mandrel 
and movable head against the thrust of 
?uid-pressure in the chamber, the detach 
ment ofthe abutment on the outer end of 
the mandrel permitting sequential displace 
ment of the-sleeves from the mandrel with 
a consequent inward movement of the man 
drel and movable head, when the’ chamber 
is charged with ?uid-pressure, the sequential ' 
displacement of the sleeves ‘from the mandrel 
controlling the advance of the movable head 
and the length of the individual sleeves de 
terminingthe area of increases in the con 
secutive ‘applications of they ?uid-pressure. 

6. An apparatus for treating metallic 
tubes toshapeand to strengthenthe same, 
comprising'a screw-block turned into one 
endof the tube to, be treated, a stationary 
head in the tube abutting the'screw-block, a 
mandrel slidable through the screw-block 

. and the stationary head to enter the tube, a 
head movable in the tube and mounted on 
the inner end of the mandrel, said heads 

90' 

head in the ' 
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forming a chamber in’the tube, means for 
charging ?uid-pressure into said chamber, 
and a series of‘ sleeves displaceably mounted 
onthe‘outer end of the mandrel and inter 
posed betw'een abutments formed by the 
screw-block and a nut turned onto the outer 
extremity ofthe mandrel,’ said‘ sleeves and 
abutments- operating to hold the mandrel 
and movable head against the thrustv of 
.?uid-pressurein the chamber, the removal 
of the nut from the mandrel permitting 
sequential displacement of the sleeves from 
the mandrel with aconsequent inward move 
ment of the mandrel and 7’ movable head. 
when the chamber is charged with ?uid-.1 
pressure, the sequential displacement of the 
sleeves from the mandrel controlling the ads, 

7 vance of the movableihead and the length 

20 
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of‘the individual sleeves determining v:the 
area of increase in the consecutive applica 
tions of the ?uid-pressure. V . h 

7. An apparatus for-treating metallic 
tubes to shape and to strengthen the same," 
comprising a temporary closure for one end 
of the tube to be treated, a head movable in 
the tube ‘and forming with the temporary 
closure an extendible chamber, means for 
charging ?uid-pressure into the chamber, a‘ 
mandrel slidable through the temporary 
closure into the tube and attached to the 
movable head to control the movementof 
said head, and a series of sleeves displace 
ably mounted on the mandrel outside of they - 
tube and interposed between abutments on 
the tube and the mandrel, said, sleeves‘ op 
erating to control the inward movement of 
the mandrel. 

8. An apparatus for treating metallic 
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tubes to shape and‘ to strengthen the same, ' 
comprising a closure for one end of they tube 40 
to be treated, a head movable in the tube a 
and forming with said closure an extendible 
chamber,‘ means for charging ?uid-pressure 
into the‘ chamber, a mandrel entering the 
tube and attached to the movable head to 
control thermovement of said head, and a 
series of sleeves displaceably mounted on the 
mandrel outside of the tube and interposed " 
between abutments on the tube and the man 
drel, said sleeves.- operating to control the 
inward'movement of the mandrel. ‘ g 

’ 9. An apparatus for treating metallic 
tubes to‘shape and to strengthen the same, ' “ 
‘comprising- a closurefor one-end of. the tube 
to be treated,a head movable in the tube and 
forming with‘ said closure an extendible 
chamber, means, for charging ?uid-pressure 
intothe chamber, a mandrel-entering'the 
tube and-attached to the movable ahead to 
control the‘ movement of‘said head,;and a‘ 
series of vsleeves displaceably mountedvon 
the mandrel outside :of they tube and inter-v 
posed between abutments on the tubeyan'd 
the mandrel, said sleeves operating to'con-‘ 
trol the’inward movement of the/mandrel, 
each of said sleeves'being dividedv lorigituJ 
dinally and‘ provided with means to clamp 
the‘ divided parts together ‘so that said 
parts can beseparated and the" sleeve ‘re 

or a - 70v moved from the mandrel." .1 ' ,_ I _ I 

In‘ testimony whereof I have signed this 
speci?cation. . r - a ,. a 

' ' EUGENE SCHNEIDER; ' 

, vWitnesses: I‘ 7 ~ ,7 a I 

' ANDRE -MOSTICKER,. I: \- " 
1 Lotus GARDET. ' 
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